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About This Game

Play awesome stories with this 12 in 1 Hidden Object Games Bundle

From New York to London, from the 19th century to our days, discover 12 adventure games in this bundle

Statue of Liberty : The Lost Symbol - Investigate the disappearance of one of the most important symbols of the United
States.

Secret Case : Paranormal Investigation - Investigate the greatest unsolved mysteries!

Hidden Files : Echoes of JFK - One of the best kept secrets in all history is about to be revealed!

Jack the Ripper : Letters from Hell - Can you clear the name of the reporter Bert, suspected of being Jack the Ripper?

Public Enemies : Bonnie & Clyde - Follow Bonnie & Clyde’s track through the United States!

Criminal Investigation Agents : Petrodollars -  Step into the shoes of female investigator Keegan and bring down the people
that think they're above the law.

Medford Asylum: Paranormal Case -  Alison Ester has been asked to work on the renovation site of a former asylum. She
must find what forced workers to stop the renovation. They're frightened by this "haunted" place. She didn't know there would

be an even more frightening discovery . . .
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FBI : Paranormal Case -  James is a young FBI agent newly promoted to the Department of Unclosed Case Files. During his
different enquiries into strange cases, he uncovers an incredible international plot that aims to hide a shocking and well-guarded

secret…"

Frankenstein - Help Brad to find the parts of Janet’s body, his fiancée, as well as the pieces of the monstrous machine which
will put her body back together… in Frankenstein’ manor!

Deadly Association -  Nancy Boyle, a young woman without a criminal past has been found dead—half-naked—near her home
in Brooklyn. The forensic police inspectors Chloé and Paul are on the case. There's a big surprise in store for them.

Haunted House Mysteries -  Nancy Evans is an expert in superstition and modern societies. She's been invited by her aunt,
Mary Allen, to spend a few days in a quiet cottage by the sea. What she doesn't know is that, next to the cottage, there's a large,

run-down house that has a macabre atmosphere.

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde -  At the end of the 19th century, a monster is prowling around in the Victorian fog of London. He has
trampled on a young girl, killed a Member of Parliament, and molested a match seller. When he finds out the terrible news, Mr
Utterson ends up discovering that the case is not unrelated to his friend Dr Henry Jekyll and to the terrible individual currently

staying with him: Mr Hyde.
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This is a great adventure title so far! Played through Chapter 1 in about 3 hours if factoring out time spent exploring for bonus
content, which was a whole other hour, so lots to see and do! And the best part is that there's more on the way!

Can't wait to continue this entertaining stroll in the Gardens!. it's really hard to feel like you get anything out of leveling. The
game just feels like a relentless grind with nothing gained. Add some bosses, speed up the leveling, up the bonuses gained from
skills leveled and BOOM you got a solid game for uner $5. But as is, no thanks.. Would not recommend this because that the
stuff in the pack are useless:
- The lockpicking sensitivity upgrade only making the lockpicking easier and where is the fun in this ?
- The water and rope arrows can't be use a lot and they can be bought cheap inside the game.
The only reason to buy it is for the gold that isn't much (750). I kinda like this title. It is what it looks like so not much more to
say about it.. I'm not sure how deep the game is, but I'll find out soon enough since I can't stop playing it! Seriously addictive..
10/10 would erase my memories to experience Touko's route again.. Hey! The developer is doing a good job! :)

To start, the game is a good game. It's an eerie spin on survival. I like that perspective.

The game had a rough start, but many of the bugs have been addressed and it's now playable. It makes me feel really good the
dev team listened and is now working on making a good game.

The game is kinda eerie. I'm not entirely sure what I'm supposed to do and I haven't made it past the first level... if there are
levels.

From what I can figure out is that you start out stranded on a dark planet. Your ship is out of fuel so you have to collect
meteorite fragments to make fuel. You also need to collect c-matter to make into food, ammo, and some other stuff.

You need the ammo because there are aliens that try to kill you --- actually, they're the natives and you play the alien. Anyway,
they are creepy looking. The sound and music is well done.

Now that I've seen the dev team fixing things up and cotinuing to improve their work I think this game is going to just get better.

I'm looking forward to the game, Dev team! I hope you guys continue improving this game. Great job listening and reacting to
feedback! :D That makes me feel good and thank you so much for responding.

I'm going to start following your studio. You've shown good customer support and interest in making your stuff great. I am
completely in support of that kind of company! :D. This is a very fun game. I used to play Nancy Drew and completely forgot
about the game series and saw them on sale on steam and bought a few. Definitely worth the money. The puzzles are challenging
but fun and the characters are easy to understand. The game flows very well.
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I have been looking for a more fleshed out RPG with sword and board combat after having played Vanishing Realms and the
description of this game was promising, however, in the end this game is simply bad and doesn't make fun to play through.

1. Disappointing melee combat: this game makes the same major mistake some other VR games are doing, you feel like
swinging around a stick that floats through all enemies. Even haptic feedback is worse than in most games.
2. False advertising: while you do have a sword and shield at your disposal, in the end the sword is actually used to shoot out
projectiles. The game is more like a shooter than a sword fighting game.
3. Active VR combat? Another lie: you are simply teleporting around and actually don't have to move your own body that much.
Just aim with your sword (how ridiculousis that!) and shoot your enemies. With your sword.
4. Bad animation: the enemies move hilariously bad. Most of the enemies I've met only had 1 (one!) single attack animation. Of
course melee combat won't be exciting that way.
5. Bad sound mixing: there are some sounds that are way too loud, others are the opposite. Very jarring experience. Voice acting
sometimes sounds like it is coming from a poor synthesizer, while it was much higher quality in the intro.

The core gameplay is flawed. It looks more like to me the developer here did put more effort into the quantity of loot and
upgrades (mostly cosmetic and just increases some arbitrary numbers) rather than trying to actually make the core gameplay
work and be fun at the same time.

I don't recommend this game to anyone. We have so many good VR games right now that are more polished, nailed the core
gameplay and are simply fun. Don't bother with this one.. Here's my first time gameplay video: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/VoBwaVTGh3c

I also review other VR games on my channel: www.youtube.com\/c\/thefishstick

I really enjoyed this game. I liked the cartoony graphics and gameplay is very smooth. I thought it was a neat idea that you have
to bar tend in order to make monies to the play the other mini games around the Saloon (even though I kept shooting up the
customers). Bartending along mini games I've played so far have been lots of fun :) I recommend this game.. Excellent social
deduction game run by a solid developer. If you've played things like Town of Salem or Mafia in the past and enjoy this type of
game, it adds a whole new set of complexity with conversions and killers who jump into new bodies. The community is, for the
most part, quite friendly, especially if you join the discord. It has a steep learning curve for new players to the genre, and the
tutorial is currently outdated, but the developer works so hard to update as quickly as possible. It's a game that will keep you
coming back through good and bad for how fun it is, and is kept fresh by a developer who cares about his game.. Graphically,
it's above average.

But otherwise, it's a mindless grindfest.

The enemy variation is meaningless. They either run up and attack you, or they float around and shoot at you. It doesn't change
how you respond to them, so it doesn't really matter.

Because the only substance to the game is the rpg loot progression vs enemy scaling, to the point that aiming and dodging are
hardly factors at all in comparison. You point in the general direction of the enemy and shoot. Your dakka is either sufficient or
not. If not, you'll get money and some random weapon drops off the attempt, upgrade, and try again until winning dakka is
achieved. The variety of weapons is exciting at first, but wears off quickly, once the scaling factors overshadow most of the
effect that shooting styles has in the beginning.

And the levels are excruciatingly slow paced. It's a good 15 seconds or so between enemy wave spawns. They spawn in at such a
distance that you can't hit them with anything that doesn't have homing (none of the weapons are hitscan), and take several more
seconds to move into combat range. Ultimately, you'll spend 15 minutes on a level, but maybe 5 minutes of that actually doing
anything.

Played just under 2 hours and asked for a refund, because I found myself getting impatient and bored waiting for the last couple
levels I played to just be over with. Didn't see myself playing it any further.. Played this one before the days of Steam, back
when the game was advertised on websites as a banner ad. A classic indie game that deserves a whole lot more attention and love
than it got.
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Starts off a bit slow with a bit too much dialog I'll admit, but give it time and be patient, and after a while it becomes a really
addictive and fast paced action\/strategy game. It's like, if Asteroids had an open-ish map where while you're fighting stuff and
mining resources in one location, the enemies are doing the same in other locations and taking away your potential resources to
build better ships and guns and stuff.

Also, the character art looks like something from deviantART. However, the ships and gameplay graphics look great! It has
aged fairly well (but be warned that the max resolution is 800x600 with no widescreen modes!!)

More people need to know about this game. So... go play it or somethin'!. This game is well made no doubt and you can feel that
DarkGaia is a competent game designer. But this game feels extremely rushed and unpolished. I expected more of this game. I'd
like to make this review short and to the point so I'll just dive into it.

STORY
Compared to the first game this game feels more like a spin-off story than a completed sequel. Although the storytelling and the
writing is very good i still feel that alot more story could had been mashed in there. I cleared the final dungeon at around 12
hours at level 19. This was just after picking up my last party member. For obvious reasons this left me with a feeling that the
game was not really complete. One bonus is that there is quiet alot of optional content in the game that provides more story.
That's all fine and dandy but personaly i would had liked to see the main story expanded instead. Out of the six main characters
only two of them have any time at all to see any real king of character development. With that said the characters are still very
well written and atleast a couple of them are genuinly likeable.

GAMEPLAY
The gameplay is solid but nothing out of the ordinary. The battles are hard at times and can be quiet annoying but the game
offers loads of different ways to tackle them. You can for example play a battle slowly with one heavy damage character and
three Clerics if that floats your boat. The upside to the difficulty is that i found myself satisfied when i defeated certain bosses.
Battles aside the puzzles are mostly frustrating and kinda feel placed in the game to expand the playtime.

GRAPHICS
I like DarkGaias mapping alot. I really feel that he makes the most out of the built in Graphics in every RPG Maker engine. He
has a real knack for making all areas feel unique and full of life.

MUSIC
Some really good choises here. I especially like the fantastic battle music from NemesisTheory. There is not much to say about
this really. The soundtrack as a whole does it's job well and provides even more atmosphere to the areas and battles of the game.

MINOR POINTS
There are some bugs in the game. It's one of the things that makes the game feel rushed. Overall it's nothing game breaking
though and it does not really lower the overall experience that much.

OVERALL
The game is still worth the price in my opinion. You get 10-15 hours of really solid old-school gameplay out of it. But you better
be sure that you enjoy the SNES era of JRPGs because this game is not for everyone.
. The game is simply too difficult to follow, lacking any kind of sense in the design department!
I was really hoping for this one, but since you cannot see the world map in a single window...
A waste of money and a lesson on HOW NOT design the interface for a game.. PFA = pay for achievements. Perfect game
gives the right credit to the movies.. I wish there was more!
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